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Balancing the Earth with Source Energies 
Many different substances and liquids are in currents and flowing within the Earth. 

Metal, water, electricity, pipes and conduits, geo thermal, lava flows, waste- 

everything from sewage to radioactive groundwater, nuclear waste, general toxicity 

exists in currents or streams of things flowing underground. These can be deep or 

closer to the surface. 

All of these feel different and are revealed to you through experience. See if you 

can sense and dowse the underground pipes around your house. Look for the 

difference between water pipes and underground electrical conduits. Plumbing 

carrying waste is different from water pipes carrying drinking water. Anything 

contained in a pipe feels different than the energies that are loose and flowing in the 

earth. All of these currents of energy can affect people and hurt their health or well-

being or support and encourage vitality. 

Groundwater has been changing dramatically throughout the Western US and 

around the world. We have been engaged in draining our subterranean ground 

water to use for irrigation and to drinking for decades. To support ever increasing 

populations for the last 200 years we have sacrificed the balance in the land and 

the Western US has now entered a massive drought. This shortage of groundwater 

is causing the trees and the older plants to suffer and even die. Watering the older 

trees is different than watering new trees. Older trees don’t require as much, but 

they do need deep soaking once or twice a season especially in the high heat. But 

with the ground water drying up, this need is changing- it’s hard to know what the 

old trees need from us- but Tree Talking can help. 

The migration of vast numbers of people all over the globe influences the health of 

the land and can affect the sustainability of the landscape. Coupled with world 

climate change and wrong-headed and unaware human interventions with eco 

systems, the construction of enormous tracks of land paved with concrete 

highways, steel posts anchored into the Earth acting like huge acupuncture needles 

to secure highways and bridges, massive heavy buildings built on fault lines, water 
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relocation projects such as the damming of rivers, culverting of streams, and the 

destruction of seasonal creeks, added to the piping of entire eco systems of water 

from high mountains to desert flatlands, and you have a disastrous recipe for 

literally shifting the climate landscape. This has happened to different degrees in 

California, Texas, Arizona, New Mexico, and Nevada to name a few.  

In places where there were ancient prairies such as Colorado, Kansas, Oklahoma, 

Nebraska and Missouri- killing the buffalo and digging up the rich loam that for 

thousands of years held the soil in place to make farms created, in the 1930s one of 

this continents greatest ecological disasters- the dust bowl spread a fine dust for 

thousands of miles in every direction clogging lungs, machines and obscuring the 

sky.   

So how can we recover the land? Obviously, we have to learn about the soil and 

the original Earth. Amend the dirt, fertilize, plant ecologically, use the common 

sense God gave ducks, and irrigate intelligently to keep a healthy garden. Not 

fouling our own nest is the first rule of the survival of a species. The second is not to 

kill the young. We could learn from the animal kingdom on both counts! 

To begin the healing process- dedicate yourself to stewardship of your land. Vow to 

reclaim it, restore the ecological harmony and if need be and heal it by Balancing 
the Subtle Energy bringing in powerful Source Energies.  

To balance the Earth with Source energies there are different Earth Work 

techniques and procedures that can help. Pipe Guards, Predecessor Chi , 
Property Orientation, Consecration, Reconsecration, Anchoring the Property 
and Earth Acupuncture are all designed to shift the energy and support vitality of 

your land. Shifting the Predecessor Chi shifts the land and begins the healing 

recovery. Earthwork can support the land to actually change its Orientation so that 
instead of hanging on and trying to live up to the earlier imprint it allows the next 

owner to assert themselves and hopefully strike a healthier balance. Coupled with a 

Consecration the Land will be singing! 
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You can accomplish all of these with Earth Balancing. Consecration and 

Reconsecration, as well as Anchoring Your Property using specific subtle 

energies. Changing the Orientation is essentially balancing the land to be in 

harmony with you, the owner or caretaker of the property. You can do this by 

dowsing for and then bringing in the EW Energies. You can release Predecessor 
Chi and the toxicity of trauma and issues with Earth Acupuncture but your land 

will always need Balancing after that release. Bringing in Subtle Energies is a 

critical piece in restoring balance and harmony after doing almost all Earthwork.  


